
 
The Creative Camera 

One on one workshop 
Sharing the joy of photography 

 
Choose from 1.5 or 3-hour in-person or online session 

 
Design workshop to suit your needs 

Decide on topics specific to your camera and your interests 
Compose with a more critical eye 

Karen will share her knowledge of composition and design and the way she sees the world 
through her viewfinder 

Take your best photos  
Learn about settings and working with available light to get the most out of your camera 

  
WORKSHOP SCHEDULE 1.5 HOURS 
 
Topics 
Getting to know your camera and lens 
3 basic exposure settings – ISO, shutter, aperture and depth of field 
Exposure compensation, bracketing, metering 
Focus, focus mode, focus area, focus and exposure lock  
Other camera settings – image quality, white balance  
The importance of light, working with available light 
Settings for different light conditions including golden hour and blue hour  
Helpful hints, other considerations before taking the photo 

 
                                                                                                        
WORKSHOP SCHEDULE 3 HOURS 
 
Topics 
Getting to know your camera and lens 
3 basic exposure settings – ISO, shutter, aperture and depth of field 
Exposure compensation, bracketing, metering 
Focus, focus mode, focus area, focus and exposure lock  
Other camera settings – image quality, white balance  
The importance of light, working with available light 
Settings for different light conditions including golden hour and blue hour 
Helpful hints, other considerations before taking the photo 
Outdoor or indoor photo shoot 
Easy ways to download, select and store images 

 
www.karendolanart.com 



 
The Art of Picture Taking 

Sharing the joy of photography 
 
Introductory phone/online session                                                            1 hour 
 
Sunrise/Golden Hour Safely Distanced Photo Shoot                           1.5 hours 

Composition 
Realism and Abstraction 

Compose the photograph before depressing the shutter 
Consider 

elements and principles of design 
colour, line, texture, tone, depth and, unity, centre of interest, balance 

How 
design elements relate to each other throughout whole composition 

shapes relate to other shapes 
foreground relates to the background 

Think about  
point of view  

overlapping, size relations, position of elements within the composition 
creating a sense of depth 

abstracting your composition 
Imagine  

the potential of the composition beyond the picture taking process  
how you might enhance your composition through post-processing  

Look for  
the extraordinary in the ordinary 

 
Sunset/Blue Hour Safely Distanced Photo Shoot                                 1.5 hours 

The Importance of Light 
Low Light with a tripod 

Handling low light situations with a tripod   Settings for Sunset and Blue Hour 
 
Golden Hour/Sunset Safely Distanced Photo Shoot                          1.5 hours         

The Importance of Light  
Low Light hand-held and a tripod 

Handling low light situations with or without a tripod   Settings for Golden Hour and Sunset 
 

Early evening/Golden Hour Safely Distanced Photo Shoot                 1.5 hours 
Closeups and Landscapes 
Realism and Abstraction 

 Thinking outside the box/out of your comfort zone   Breaking the rules   Feeling the moment  
 

Wrap up phone/online session               1 hour      
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